
5 Year Monthly Performance (in percent)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

3.04 0.00 -0.32 0.75 3.49

-3.15 -3.14 -0.04 -2.02 -1.15 -4.11 3.05 -1.24 -3.79 1.40 2.14 -1.55 -13.06

0.18 -0.06 0.58 1.54 0.31 1.59 0.66 1.01 -1.08 1.11 -1.11 1.45 6.31

0.93 -2.51 -8.22 5.46 3.12 1.78 1.80 1.35 -0.16 -0.77 5.19 1.86 9.50

3.33 1.38 1.39 1.47 -1.43 2.14 1.15 0.81 0.27 -0.16 0.72 0.30 11.90

0.34 -0.91 -0.68 1.13 0.45 -0.64 0.89 -0.65 -0.03 -2.31 -0.44 -2.07 -4.87

EUR Return p.a. (in percent) 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years Since
Inception

Portfolio Global Defensive (European Investor) -2.07 0.40 1.50 3.46

Performance since Inception

Time Period: 1/1/2003 to 4/30/2023
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Portfolio Global Defensive (European Investor)

Investment Strategy

The investment objective is to generate continuous income by investing primarily in bond 
funds. The addition of equity funds is intended to enhance returns. Investments are made 
primarily in bond funds denominated in euros and other currencies (approx. 70% of the 
investment assets) and equity funds (approx. 30% of the investment assets). The investments 
shall be spread worldwide. The portfolio is primarily aimed at moderate investors who should 
have an investment horizon of at least five years. The aim is to compile the portfolio in such a 
way that it has a manageable risk. In addition to the typical risks of the funds contained in 
the portfolio (such as credit risks, price risks, interest rate risks), there is also an exchange rate 
risk in this portfolio due to the different reference currencies of the funds contained in the 
portfolio and due to the diversification of the assets of these funds.

As of 4/30/2023

Portfolio Structure

Portfolio Holding Date: 4/30/2023

%

Equities 29.5

Bond 58.0

Cash 9.2

Other 3.3

Total 100.0

Sustainability Information

For this portfolio, environmental and social 
aspects as well as principles of good 
corporate governance (ESG) are also taken 
into account in the investment decision-
making process. The portfolio invests at 
least 50% in sustainable investments in 
accordance with Article 8 or 9 of the 
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation 
(SFDR) and at least 10% in Article 9 funds. 
Furthermore, the portfolio manager avoids 
investments that do not comply with the 
principles of good corporate governance 
(e.g. UN Global Compact).
Further information on this can be found 
on our homepage: www.moventum-am.lu.

Portfoliomanager

Currencies

Managementapproach

Inception Date

Minimum Investment

Domicile

Savings Plans

Redemtion Plans

Moventum Asset 
Management S.A.

Mainly EUR and USD

Multi-Manager &
Multi-Style

01.01.2003

5.000 EUR

Luxembourg

After making the 
minimum investment, 
from EUR 50.00 per 
month by direct debit / 
standing order. 
Purchase of securities is 
part of quarterly 
rebalancing.

After making the 
minimum investment, 
from EUR 50.00 per 
month by standing 
order from the cash 
account..

Portfoliodetails

Monthly Portfolio Factsheet

Portfolio Global Defensive (European Investor)

Source: Morningstar Direct



Portfolio Global Defensive (European Investor)

Fund Allocation

Fundsname ISIN Sustainability
SFDR

Portfolio
Weight %

Allianz SDG Euro Credit P7 EUR
Zantke Euro Corporate Bonds AMI I (a)
DWS Floating Rate Notes TFC
FvS Bond Opportunities HT
Bantleon Yield Plus PA
Robeco QI European Cnsrv Eqs C €
JPM Europe Strategic Value C (acc) EUR
Carmignac Pf Credit FW EUR Acc
JOHCM Continental European A EUR
Dodge & Cox Worldwide Global Bd €Hdg Acc
Algebris Global Crdt Opps I EUR Acc
Allianz Floating Rate Notes + RT EUR
State Street UK Index Equity I EUR
DNB Fund - High Yield retail A (N)
Carmignac Pf Grande Europe F EUR Acc
Pareto Nordic Cross Credit H EUR
CORUM Butler Eurp Hi Yld EUR Instl P Acc
M&G Sust TR Crdt Invmt W EUR Acc
Comgest Growth Europe Opps EUR Z Acc
Allianz Thematica RT EUR
MS INVF Global Brands I
SWC (LU) EF Sustainable Global Water BT
AXAWF Switzerland Eq F Cap CHF
Comgest Growth America EUR Z Acc
Dodge & Cox Worldwide US Stock A EUR
DNB Fund Technology retail A (N)
Redwheel Global Emerging Mkts R EUR Inc

LU1518687030 Article 9 9.03
DE000A0Q8HQ0 Article 8 8.99

LU1673806201 Article 8 8.97
LU1748855837 Article 8 8.97
LU0973995813 Article 8 8.95
LU0792910134 Article 8 6.14
LU0129445192 Article 8 4.05
LU1623763148 Not Stated 4.03
IE0033009238 Article 8 4.02
IE00BLG30W12 Not Stated 3.99
IE00BYT35D51 Article 8 3.99
LU1677194497 Article 8 3.98
LU1159238978 Not Stated 2.06
LU1706367916 Not Stated 2.02
LU0992628858 Article 9 2.01
LU2023200236 Article 8 2.00
IE00BMCT1725 Article 8 2.00
LU2360509710 Article 8 2.00
IE00BZ0X9T58 Article 8 1.97
LU2009012159 Article 8 1.95
LU0119620176 Article 8 1.51
LU0999463937 Article 9 1.45
LU0087657408 Article 8 1.02
IE00BDZQR791 Article 8 1.00
IE00B50MWL50 Not Stated 0.99
LU1706372916 Article 8 0.99
LU2309340375 Article 8 0.92

Regional Exposure

%

Europe (developed) 58.6

North America 20.6

Great Britain 15.9

Asia (emerging) 1.9

Asia (developed) 1.0

Japan 0.8

Africa / Middle East 0.5

Latin America 0.5

Oceania 0.1

Europe (emerging) 0.1

Total 100.0

Manager Comment

A relatively quiet month of April is behind 
us. The MoventumPlus-Aktiv strategy was 
able to make slight gains from a 
performance perspective. The underlying 
conditions are more or less unchanged. 
The economic data published over the 
past four weeks did not present a 
consistent picture. On the one hand, a 
recession remains within the realm of 
possibility, on the other hand, various 
economic data show relative strength. The 
corporate reporting season was a positive 
surprise, even if companies were rather 
cautious with their further outlooks. By the 
end of April, around 85 percent of the 
reporting companies in the S&P500 had 
exceeded expectations. In Europe and 
Germany, the dividend season has begun 
and one annual general meeting follows 
the next.
The relative calm on the capital markets is 
certainly attributable to the interest rate 
decisions of the U.S. Federal Reserve and 
the European Central Bank, which are due 
at the beginning of May. Even though 
consumer price inflation continues to fall 
slightly, core inflation remains at too high 
a level on both sides of the Atlantic. 
Central banks are looking at this with 
concern, fanning the imagination of stock 
market players with regard to additional 
interest rate steps. Initially, interest rate 
steps of 25 basis points each are to be 
expected. On the bond market, this may 
result in a further rise in yields in the very 
short maturity segment. If an economic 
recession becomes more likely in the 
coming weeks and months, we expect 
yields in the long maturity segment to fall. 
Most recently, yields there still rose 
slightly. We increased duration slightly at 
the beginning of the month without 
abandoning our still relatively defensive 
positioning.
On the stock markets, Europe continues to 
be in the investors' favor. In the U.S., the 
increase in the debt ceiling may become 
an issue in the coming weeks. We are 
currently overweight in Europe. We have a 
balanced sector and style weighting and 
look forward to the coming weeks.

Disclaimer
This publication is for information purposes only and is neither contractually binding nor required by legal regulations, but serves purely informative marketing purposes. 
It does not constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation to invest in this portfolio or certain fund units. This publication does not constitute a Sales Prospectus. 
Subscriptions to fund units can only ever be made on the basis of the official sales documents. This publication does not constitute individual advice with regard to 
investment in fund units or this portfolio or any financial, strategic, legal, tax or other advice. It does not take into account specific investment objectives, financial 
situation or needs of individual investors. Interested investors should therefore carefully examine whether the product described here meets their specific needs and 
circumstances. Investments in this portfolio should only be made on the basis of appropriate client advisory under reference to the Sales Prospectus und the key investor 
Information. By investing in fund shares, direct ownership only arises in the respective fund, not in the target values held by it (bonds, shares, etc.). While Moventum does 
within reason and with due regard for the industry's usual diligence all efforts to ensure reliability of the information contained in this document, though no responsibility 
is taken by Moventum for the correctness, completeness or up-to-dateness of the information contained in this publication. Past performance does not predict future 
returns, and, may rise or fall when the local currency is different from the reporting currency. The value of the investment is subject to fluctuations in value and is not 
guaranteed. Therefore, you may not get back the full invested amount. When calculating the performance, neither agent commissions nor the costs incurred in 
connection with the issue and redemption of fund units are taken into account. Detailed information on respective risks can be found in the Key Investor Information and 
the Sales Prospectus, freely available for download on our website www.moventum.lu/downloads.

Source: Morningstar Direct


